
This report is the first to identify a potential source of the

infection from the home tank water.

The treatment is challenging as the Paecilomyces species

is resistant to the normally available anti-fungal

treatments, such as natamycin and amphotericin-B.

Voriconazole is a fungistatic triazole that acts by

impairing synthesis of fungal cell membranes, leading to

cellular lysis.2 It is available in both oral and i.v. forms. It

is not specifically available as a topical preparation for

the eye; however, this can be readily made from the i.v.

form into a 1% solution and is well tolerated by the

ocular surface. Both renal and hepatic functions need to

be monitored at baseline and during treatment.

Corneoscleral grafting is a technique that is used for

end-stage disease. Fortunately, fungal clearance was

obtained; however, there was the potential that if fungal

seeding had occurred intraocularly, then

endophthalmitis and loss of the eye would have

occurred. An attempt was made at surgery to preserve as

much limbal tissue as possible in order to minimize the

risk of ocular surface failure. This was a compromise as

there was a risk of leaving residual fungal elements.

Intractable glaucoma is also a potential consequence of

corneoscleral grafting, owing to the extensive damage to

the trabecular meshwork. Fortunately, in this patient’s

case, the inferior 1801 of her trabecular meshwork

showed no involvement by the fungus. Lifelong

follow-up will be necessary to monitor for any of these

potential complications.
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Sir,
The influence of posterior capsule opacification on

scanning laser polarimetry

We read with interest the article by Vetrugno et al.1 The

authors conducted an investigation regarding the effect

that posterior capsule opacification (PCO) and

subsequent Nd : YAG capsulotomy have on the results of

scanning laser polarimetry (SLP) of retinal nerve fibre

layer (RNFL) retardation measurements. Considering

that pseudophakia in glaucoma is a relatively common

condition, and that SLP has been shown to be a useful

tool in the diagnosis and follow-up of glaucoma, the

issue studied is clinically important.

Vetrugno et al1 found no change in GDx parameters

before and after PCO removal (only Symmetry, Inferior

Ratio, Superior Nasal, and Tempora-Superior-Nasal-

Inferior-Temporal SD showed any modification).

Recently, a preliminary small case series (including

GDx maps and PCO photographs) was published, as

there was a subsequent larger study with consecutive

PCO-affected patients on the same subject.2,3 In contrast,

we concluded that PCO removal is associated to

remarkably significant changes in SLP measurements.

Briefly, our results suggest that SLP examination with

GDx VCC may overestimate RNFL retardation

measurements in PCO-affected eyes.

The methods used by Vetrugno et al1 and our group

were similar. Nevertheless, some questions are raised

that may help to understand the surprising differences in

the results, at least in part.

As it is known, anterior segment birefringence (ASB)

has to be compensated to ensure accurate RNFL

assessment. In the referred paper, SLP was performed

on each patient using GDx ACCESS, but there was no

mention of whether variable corneal compensation GDx
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version was used. In this case, the text adds no further

details about the procedure. We are unaware whether the

ASB was assessed only before capsulotomy, or before and

after PCO removal. The latter strategy was chosen in our

studies.

Authors can certainly enlighten us in these aspects.
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Sir,
Reply to Dr Gracia–Medina

We thank Dr Garcia Medina for his interest in our article.

In his study,1 Dr Garcia Medina and his team conducted

a study using the same instrument, namely GDx Access

with variable corneal compensation (VCC). Dr Garcia

Medina enquired whether we used VCC in our study.

The answer is yes. All measurements were taken using

GDx Access using default setting, that is, with VCC

enabled. As we did not modify the machine setting, we

thought that specifying this in the text would have been

redundant. However, we thank Dr Garcia Medina for

giving us the possibility of clarifying this detail.

As far as the discordance between our results and his,

we respectfully remind Dr Garcia Medina that no more

than 28 eyes were included in his larger study. When we

set up our study, we determined that the minimum

sample size to have a statistical power of 80% with an

alpha error of 0.05 and an effect size of medium

magnitude (d¼ 0.5) would have been 102 eyes. We would

like to highlight how all these parameters are considered

to be the norm in sample size calculations. Given the

sample size reported by Dr Garcia Medina, the power of

his study results to be less than 40%. While his

methodology is faultless, perhaps his group might want

to consider repeating the study with a larger sample in

order to achieve a more robust analysis.
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